FACEBOOK: A truffle box from the Green Dining Alliance-certified @kakaochocolatestl is one of the sweetest choices for everyone on your “nice” list! But did you know that the average American throws away the equivalent of *100 truffle boxes* each and every year?

You wouldn’t toss fine chocolates – don’t toss other edible items, either! Instead, freeze food before its expiration date, turn scraps into smoothies and soups, and be sure to compost when possible. #TooGoodToWaste

INSTAGRAM: A truffle box from the Green Dining Alliance-certified @kakaochocolatestl is one of the sweetest choices for everyone on your “nice” list! But did you know that the average American throws away the equivalent of *100 truffle boxes* each and every year?

You wouldn’t toss fine chocolates – don’t toss other edible items, either! Instead, freeze food before its expiration date, turn scraps into smoothies and soups, and be sure to compost when possible. #TooGoodToWaste

TWITTER: A truffle box from @Kakaostl is such a sweet choice for everyone on your “nice” list! But did you know the average American throws away the equivalent of *100 truffle boxes* every year? You wouldn’t toss fine chocolates – don’t toss other edible items, either! #TooGoodToWaste